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Overview

- Analysis of available high-level fault models in order to select the most suitable one for estimating the testability by reasoning only on circuits behavioral descriptions.
- Assessment of the effectiveness of high-level test generation for manufacturing test based on the adopted high-level fault model.
- A novel high-level hierarchical test generation approach for improving the high-level test generation effectiveness by exploiting structural information.

High-Level Fault Models

- We analyze statement coverage, bit coverage and condition coverage in terms of the correlation they provide between high-level fault coverage and gate-level stuck at coverage.
- We fault simulate the same input sequence with two different models of the same circuit (high-level and gate-level ones) and compare the attained gate-level and high-level fault coverage figures.
- The proposed high-level fault models can be fruitfully exploited to estimate the quality of different test sets and to predict the gate-level fault coverage before synthesis.

High-Level Test Generation

- Based on purely behavioral models: no details about the circuit structure are used.
- Exploits a Simulated Annealing algorithm
  - solution \( \Rightarrow \) a sequence of vectors;
  - evaluation function \( \Rightarrow \) Bit Coverage + Condition Coverage + Statement Coverage;
  - neighborhood exploration \( \Rightarrow \) three operators: add one vector, delete one vector, complement one bit in one vector;
- Experiments gathered on a prototype:
  - SystemC descriptions
  - 1,000 lines of C code

Hierarchical Test Generation

- Improvement of pure high-level ATPG by using a hierarchical fault model targeting errors in the system behavior and in its final implementation.
- Two types of tests: Conformity test and functional unit test

Hierarchical Design Representation

- The fault coverage attained by the hierarchical ATPG is higher than that of the pure high-level ATPG
- The generated test sequences can be efficiently used for testing stuck-at faults.

Fault Model Evaluation

Fault Models Comparison

Comparison of Test Generators

Hierarchical Test Generation Algorithm